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If I really wanted to I could
cat your eye with my finger-
nail, have the fluid leak out,
and your eye would collapse.
Herschel Schenck
College self defense instructor
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Seniors revive tradition
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In May, graduating seniors will
revive a century-ol-d tradition
the planting of a tree in the Oak
Grove. The new tradition, which
spins off the practice of seniors
planting ivy on a campus build-
ing, has been in the works for four
years, and will be instituted this
May.-- '
Everett Peachey '01 became
interested in renewing the senior
tradition when he was working at
Special Collections in Andrews
Library his first year. '
Peachey discussed renewing a
similar tradition with librarian
u e n 1 s e
Monbarren,
and then wrote
a letter to
President Stan
Hales. Hales
responded pos-
itively, and
suggested
planting a tree
instead of ivy
because ivy
speeds up the decay of mortar.
"It was too late my first year to
really do anything with it,"
Peachey said. "So sophomore year
I kept working on it, but was
doing it all by myself and it just
never really got anywhere.
"People in Galpin were really
excited about it, but it just never
really got going working all by
myself," Peachey said.
He continued to work on the
implementation of his pet project,
despite being abroad all of his jun-
ior year. "I had talked to some
students about looking into it
some more, and trying to make
some progress while I was abroad,
but things just didn't happen," he
said. ; ,- -
This summer, Peachey received
an unexpected letter from Hales,
saying he wanted to see the tree
tradition started. Peachey, SGA's
vice president for academic
affairs, brought the idea to SGA
early in the year, with hopes that
the group's collective strength
could implement the tradition mis
year.
. ..
"I figured this was a way to get
it done more sanely," Peachey
said. "And it's really something
that is perfect for SGA, because it
will be representative of the
entire student body."
Acting as the unofficial chair
for the Tree Tradition ad hoc
committee, Peachey is confident
a tree planting ceremony will be a
part of Commencement weekend
this May. The ad hoc committee,'
made up primarily of underclass-
men, has formulated a plan to
plant a tree in the Oak . Grove
buried with a
"When classes come
back for reunions 50
years from now, the
growth of the tree will
really be symbolic of
the Of the college
experience' Andrew
Connell '03 said.
time capsule
for the class
of 2001.
Peachey
continues to
research the
original cere-
monies, and
would like to
incorporate
many of the
old traditions
into the new arrangements.
"The neatest thing about it is
the capsule will have a picture of
the senior class, and it will be
thrown into the ground when the
tree is planted," committee mem-
ber Andrew Connell '03 said.
"The roots of the tree will grow
around the capsule. When
classes come back for reunions
50 years from now, the growth
of the tree will really be sym-
bolic of the college experi-
ence, the growth of us as
individuals. It's such an
awesome thing, he said.
Peachey's biggest concern is
ensuring the tradition will live on
after his graduation. He would
like to see SGA form a permanent
committee to oversee the tree
planting every year.
Members of the Tree Tradition
committee will be holding a town
hall meeting to introduce the tra-
dition to the campus Feb. 22 at 7
p.m. in Scovel"l05.
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Bostdorff speaks on hate
Dan Shortridge
Staff-Writ- er
Hate groups like the Ku Klux
Klan and the Aryan Nations have
greatly expanded their use of the
Internet as a recruiting and commu-
nications tooL a trend that likely
will only continue in the next few
years, Associate Professor of
Communications Denise Bostdorff
said this week.
Bostdorff, chair of the College's
Communications Department, said
technology has allowed hundreds
of hate groups to expand their ter-
ritory through sophisticated Web
sites. "The Internet reaches every-
where, and hate reaches every-
where as well," she said.
In the College's first lecture in
the Faculty-At-Lar- ge series,
which continues through April,
Bostdorff argued the World Wide
Web is an ideal communications
medium for marginalized hate
groups- - because of its low cost,
easy access and relative anonymi-
ty for visitors.
A survey of hate groups con-
ducted last year by the Southern
Poverty Law Center identified more
than 305 separate and active hate
Web sites in the United States.
"Hate groups are not new,"
Bostdorff said. "The use of the
Internet is."
She said the Web's anonymity
is attractive especially to middle
see Bostdorff on page 2
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Descendant of Thomas Jefferson speaks to C.O.W.
Alex Pries
News Editor
Writing a book and gaining
national attention was the last
thing Shannon Lanier expected
when he set out to map his roots.
But in the process, the 21 -- year-old
discovered his heritage as an
African-America- n descendent of
Thomas Jefferson. "I wasn't
expecting to write a book: it was
Must a sidetrack in the road of life
which has been rewarding,
Lanier said.
- Lanier, a student at KzrX State
University, is the co-ah.- or of
Jefferson's Children; The Story
of One American Fa:" '.!." hh.h
shows the f.. . iiy history of
.Thomas Jefferson's children from
both his first wife Martha and
Sally Hemrrir.gs, one of his
slaves. In a presentation on cam
pus Tuesday night, Lanier
explained that he wrote the book
in hopes that children in biracial
families could identify with this
great American leader. "I wrote
the book so others can see that
this family, which is diverse, is a ,
symbol of America," Lanier said.
SGA Senate approves budget
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The SGA Senate Wednesday
night approved a $6,522.8 1 budg-
et for second semester, $25 over
the available amount.
Organizations requested a total of
$11,634.86, forcing the Funding
Allocations Committee to allo-
cate many organizations at under
50 percent of their requested
amounts and change precedent to
complete a budget which still
weighed in with a $25 deficit.
SGA"s precedent last semester
for honorariums was set at $100,
but because of the total amount
requested, the FAC lowered the
suggested allocations to $75.
The Senate changed the alloca-
tions of specific line-ite- ms without
altering the total allocated amount.
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes requested an additional
$55 in order to provide advertising
necessary to bring bandCaedmon's
Call to campus later this semester.
FCA had requested $250 for the
band but had not received any
- A sixth-generati- on descendant
of Jefferson, Lanier explained that
he knew all along his roots could
be traced back to Hemmings. "I
remember in first grade standing
up and telling my class that I was
related to Thomas , Jefferson.'
Then the teacher looked at me'
and told me to sit down," Lanier
said. While Lanier's family knew
of. their heritage through many
years of oral tradition, they did
not gain media attention until a
1993 "Oprah" broadcast that
reunited raerubers cf the
Jefferson-lIar.;rrar- .s family on
air. It was after the airing of this"
show that Lar.-ie- r really began to
recorutruct his f .i'y hi u.ry.
After the a::: alien, Lanier, as
weil as rr.ar.y c her rr.errfrers of
the IlerruTungs-Jc-hferso- n family,-wa- s
invited to Jefferson's home at
- Monticello.. Lanier said that;
while this was a wonderful oppor-
tunity to begin to re-conn- ect with
old family, some family members
did not want to accept the news.
"Some of these reasons may have
had to do with racism or wanting
to do nothing with a mixed-rac- e
family, but I don't know," Lanier
money under that line-ite- m.
FCA's Rachel Dawson '01 was
disappointed, as the organization
had listed Caedmon's Call as a
high priority prior to the FAC
interviews. "We put that as a high
priority, but it appears our priori-
ties were not taken into consider-
ation," Dawson said. Following
an executive session, the Senate did
approve the allocation, providing no
explanation to Dawson.
Tuesday night, the Senate
increased the allocated amount
for National Residence Hall
Honorary, an organization without
an approved' charter and no official
members as yet. Jamee Luce.
Assistant Director of Residential
' Programming, who will act as the
advisor to the organization once the
charter was approved, had request-
ed $910, and the FAC suggested
allocating $25. However, the
Senate decided to increase NRHH's
funding, providing an additional
$25 for the induction cere-
monies expected to take place
later this semester.
said. He said there is still some
tension among a few members of
the family. "There are only a few
: people who dispute the relation- - .
ship between Jefferson . and
Hemmings, but they are very
vocal about it," Jefferson said.
Lanier explained in detail the
difficulties he faced while trying --
to reconstruct his family history.
' One advantage, he said, was that
many of Hammings' descendants
settled in the Ohio Valley, and he ,
was able move from there.
Through an interaction with
Beverly Gray, a local historian,
Lanier began to realize how
important it was to collect and
" document his history. "She
h charged me with the duty of
maintaining my family's oral,
history and documents," Lanier
'
.
said. - f ' ;
The process of finding all his
relatives became difficult as a
1 result of social pressures in
American . society that required
biracial families to pass into
,u either African-Americ- an or white
society. . In the , case of the
.
Jefferson-- 1 lemmings .1 family,
Lanier's relatives show both
SGA FUNDING
PsiChi $75
Phi Alpha Theta $225
Dance Company $300
Tri-Be- ta $145
Let's Dance $500
FCA $370
South Asia Comm. $400
Medieval Society $300 ;
SMAAC $235
Personal Foul $348.86
Archaeology $650
Art Club - $150 '
NRHH ' J $50
Sisters in Spirit $175
NOOR $550
Common Grounds $175
Eta Sigma Phi $295
Pueblo de Esperanca $1 60
Dene House v ; $275
WooSAS $813.95- -
WCF $280
Shannon Lanier,'an African-Americ- an Photo by Naomi Kresge
descendant cf United States president h - f. ?
Thomas Jefferson, spoke to tlie College cofr.?:::r:ity on Tuesday
African and Caucasian features.
"That's where it gets crazy with
the racism issue, because we're,
all related in some way," Lanier
said about his family.
He also stressed the importance
of getting everyone, regardless of
race or background, to do
research on their families to see
where their roots lie.
Hate topic of discussion
continued from page 1
or upper-middl- e class residents
who are computer literate and
intelligent but have a sense of iso-
lation from society.
"Individuals who search the Web
may be particulariy susceptible to the
message of hate groups," she said
Bostdorff , who studied 23 separate
Ku Klux Klan Websites for her
research, said the most common
rhetorical method used was scape-goatin- g,
with groups generally
casting blame for the world's
ills on Jewish or African
American people.
Many sites featured links to the
right-win- g Christian Identity reli-
gion, and others had direct lines
of communication to European
neo-Na- zi groups, she said.
"We have a new generation of
Klan members who really have no
qualms about associating with
Nazis," Bostdorff said.
Groups also have used the
Lanier would lihe to see his
book used in the general school
curriculum for teaching American
. and African-America- n history.
"We're hoping that this book will
be included in many schools as a
component of general history. la
doesn't just have to be a book fon
; Black History Month," LanieH
.
: said. - : '
Web's forums - including chat
rooms and message boards - to
appeal to the sensibilities of
young people, even children,
through music and slogans.
Other sites, like one run by the
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
were designed explicitly for chil-
dren as young as age three, with
Sesame Street characters and car-
toon drawings. "They had simple
language and bright, primary col-
ors." Bostdorff said.
Bostdorff predicted that pro-
posed hate crimes laws will
impose greater penalties on groups
like the KKK that incite people
to violence, but suggested
there's no firm solution to the
problem of spreading hate speech.
"Hate groups like the Klan are
not likely to disappear anytime
soon, and neither is the Internet,"
she said. "If we drive it complete-
ly underground, we don't know
what's up."
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1 989: Galpin Takeover
a
Students engage in the Galpin takeover in the
spring vf 1989. ' ' - L
Laura Nesler
- News Editor
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Goal to increase number ofminorities
Jill Treftz
CuiEr SiArr Wriilr
In the College's Strategic Plan for
the years 1998-2fX)- 3. it lists as one of
its goals "to increase from eight per-
cent to 1 2 percent by 2003 the percent-
age of American students from under-represent- ed
groups entering the
College." This would entail enmiling a
population that is "6 percentage
African American students and 6 per-
centage Asian-America- n, Hispanic,
and Native American students com-
bined." These numbers amount to
increasing the number of students
from under-represent- ed groups to
approximately 200 overall.
Carol Wheatley, director of admis-
sions, said of this goal, "That's a tall
order but that's something that
we're working very hard towards."
Admissions is very aware of the
problem of attracting students from
ethnic minorities specifically black
students to The College ofWooster,
when many of them have never heard
of the school. Efforts to attract bhu. k
students include employing a multi-
cultural admissions counselor, a posi-
tion currently held by Ryan Allen,
and working with the Great Lakes
College Association and a subsi i
of the GLCA. the Multicultut.il
Admissions group. According in
Wheatley, the GLCA colleges .in-makin- g
a joint effort at targeting areas
with large minority populations, while
Wooster is working with a variet
of programs designed to encour-
age interest among students belong
to ethnic minorities. Wxster also
encourages black alumni to get in
touch with prospective students.
Programs like the Men of
Harambee and the Black Students
Association are, according to
Wheatley, a draw for black stu-
dents, as is the relative diversity of
the Wooster faculty.
Assistant Dean for Black Student
Affairs LaTashia Reedus said she was
"amazed" by the number of black fac- -
ultv ami stiff members, considering
W( mster's smiill sie. "Il feels good to
know that .U a college of 1.700 stu-ik-nt- s.
you're going i see more tluui
lust a couple of blitck f.ices on faculty
more tli.in just one bl.tck face in
.! Iii illustration." she said.
Bui she also said that faculty dier-si- t
among other ethnic minorities
iwh as Hispanic-American- s. Asian-America- ns
and Native Americans
remains a pniblem
Once Wooster recruits and admits
stuik-ni-s of color. tlK-r-e still exists tlie
issue of retention rates. Reedus said. "I
would feel uncomfortable saying I
don't think there is a probJem with
retention," but that "when students of
color leave, they leave for the exact
same reasons as international students
or majority in this case, white
students," Reedus said. These rea-
sons include financial difficulty,
personal problems, location and
dissatisfaction with Wooster as a
whole.
BSA's history a cycle of activism
r M.u-i-J Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Wooster's Black Student Association was central
in the storied Galpin takeover, and 12 years later,
leadership says the group is back on track toward
activism again.
Some things have changed over the years.
In 1980, BSA sent a statement to SGA in which it
alleged "efforts to infringe upon the rights and
responsibilities of the Black Community here on
campus" on the part of SAB. The BSA statement,
sent in reaction to a dispute over the now-defun- ct
SAB partner organization Black Forum's right to
sponsor a homecoming dance, read: "TJhe chairper-
son of SAB implied that unless Black Forum could begin
to elicit greater attendance of white students at its activi-
ties, the committee would not be serving its function.
It was also implied by the SAB chairperson that
white organizations did not have to elicit the atten-
dance of Black students in order to serve their functxms."
Today, both administrators and BSA leadership stress
the importance of BSA as an organization not exclusive
to underrepresented groups on campus. However, they
refuse to place all the responsibility for pluralism with
BSA.
"I would like them to be more visible in the campus
community and have it not be 'oh, that's just for the
black student community," said Assistant Dean of
Students for Black Student Affairs LaTashia Reedus.
"But that responsibility and that burden falls on the
rest of the campus community."
However, BSA leadership still calls activism cen
tral. Current BSA President Ramon Stewart said
activism is not only still alive in BSA, it is on the rise
"In times of crisis is when people are at their most
likely to band together," Reedus said. "Jusl because
people aren't marching down Beall. it doesn't mean
that a group hasn't lost its potency . . . It's just that things
are going relatively well at this point" she said.
Stewart cited BSA's involvement last spring
semester in the faculty debate of changing Black
Studies from a program to a department as an exam-
ple of contemporary activism. "We protested, sat in
and passed out information to professors," Stewart
said. "Many of the professors were not very happy
about us being there, but as I told them. 'Our voices
will be heard, and you will accept that.' We came to
do a job, and we got it done. We were called on by the
minority community, and we as a whole reacted."
Stewart said.
Dean of Students Kenneth Plusquellec. a 26-ye- ar
observer of BSA, called the group "always an advocate
for students, particularly African-America- n students .
a communication link with members of the administra-
tion."
In form, the group is a main umbrella organization
covering a variety of programs representing minori-
ties on campus, including the organizations Images,
Men of Harambee. Men of Dream, Dene House.
Ujamma and Delta Phi Alpha.
The association also participates in the Great Lakes
Collegiate Association's Black and Latino
Conference, sending 10 representatives last fall. The
10 member schools of the Association include
Oberlin. Hope. Antioch. Denison. Earlham, Ohio
Wesleyan and Otterbein
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OCS programs made too tough
There are so many opportunities at the College, says its
promotional literature independent study, extracurricu-
lar leadership, internships, study abroad.
I.S. is guaranteed Extracurriculurs are no problem, eiAer.
Unfortunately, arranging for an internship or a semester
ah.-o- ai is a frustrating, disappointing task. Career ".sirs are
r. u::i t!:eir representatives geographii
if yoa reeJ practical means to get aj.b
writing f.r.Aimer.tals (availaWe i:i a re
and mass-distributi- on publications if e;r
at any library, bookstore or V-A- i s'.'.j) ;
resource: hope someone you know is v. "
Studying abroad is an opporr.
enced. Each fall, program rep res
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Sitting atop the d3hoops.com poll, the Scots will face a
stem test when they renew the rivalry with Wittenberg this
Saturday in Timken Gymnasium. The Tigers are one of
only two teams to beat the Scots this season, and are cur-
rently ranked fifth in the nation. The winner will claim the
; NCAC regular season title and host the tournament.
! In the past Timken has been filled to capacity for the
i Wittenberg games. And it's not hard to understand why.
I Saturday we will see two of the most talented teams in the
nation, both with a tradition of winning, in a game that
means everything to their hopes for a regular season
crown. Without a doubt, the diehard basketball fans will be
in attendance, but even if you don't regularly attend games,
this is an opportunity to see the nation's best.
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Students let down Soup & Bread
To the Editors:
Cheerios or Cap'n Crunch? Do
we want to whip up a salad or just
chow on veggies and hummus?
Blue Bunny or hand-scoop- ed ice
cream for dessert? We can choose
from the hot line, salad bar, soup
bar, cereal menagerie, ice cream
cooler, fruit bins, deli meats or
dessert tray and if we leave
Lowry hungry, it is our own fault.
So as we stand here scoping out
the scene for Tuesday dinner, we
have nothing to fear. We know
we'll be able to eat our fill.
As hard as it is to imagine from
the safety of Wooster, the majori-
ty of the world's population can't
make that same statement.
According to the 1996 World
Food Summit, 840 million people
live in the condition of chronic,
persistent hunger. About 24,000
people die every day from hunger
or hunger-relate-d causes that's
one person every" three seconds. In
1999, 31 million Americans alone
were food insecure.
The College of Wooster Soup
and Bread Program has been
lighting hunger since the 1970s.
Every year, students have chosen
to eat a simple meal twice a week
to raise money for hunger chari-
ties. Hunger agencies in Wayne
County and beyond have come to
count on this contribution to fund
their operations. This semester,
however, marks the first time in
the history of Soup and Bread dur-
ing which Tuesday dinner will not
be an option.
While the Thursday lunch Soup
and Bread meal has been kept
alive, without Tuesday dinner.
Soup and Bread can only raise
half of its normal funds this
semester. The College of Wooster
student community has let down
one of its most outstanding pro-
grams a program that spans over
30 years and raises over $9,000
every semester for hunger organi-
zations locally, nationally and
worldwide. Without Tuesday din-
ner, The College of Wooster will
contribute nearly $5,000 dollars
less to alleviating hunger this
spring.
The loss of Tuesday dinner
can't be attributed to a lack of
effort on the part of Soup and
Bread. Program volunteers sat at
the tables, made the posters, and
braved the door-to-do- or campaign
with just as much hope and enthu-
siasm as ever. But how many
answers to "it's too far to walk" or
"I get too hungry" or "I don't like
soup" can a volunteer possibly be
expected to come up with? The
fact of the matter is that the cam-
pus has turned a simple, incredi-
bly influential program into a
mere hope for next year.
We know that everyone has per-
sonal reasons for passing up Soup
and Bread. Ask any Soup and
Bread table worker they've
heard them all. We're sure those
reasons are valid ones as well. But
in retrospect, it really doesn't take
much to make the five minute trek
to Kitt to help feed the people of
the world who can't get one of the
basics of life food. "We eat sim-
ply so that others may simply eat"
was the Soup and Bread motto for
last year. But how many people
won't be able to eat after the loss
of Tuesday dinner?
And how can anyone measure
the inconvenience of eating sonp
or hiking to Kitt against the fact
that children are dying of starva-
tion?
So again we ask ourselves,
Cheerios or Cap'n Crunch?- - ,
--Erin Popelka '03 and
Emily Schadler '03
Thanks, Woo, for pulling together
To the Editors:
"Quake in India entombs vic-
tims," read the "Cleveland Plain
Dealer" headline on Jan. 27, 2001.
"Severe Earthquake Strikes India,
Killing Thousands," read the
"New York Times." Over 16,000
people dead, over 100,000
injured. It was the worst natural
disaster the country has experi-
enced in over 50 years.
"We have to make a contribution."
The sentiment . soon caught on
among a group of us, and together we
started the "India Earthquake Relief
Fund." We are proud to announce that
the fund has collected a total sum of
$4,200 over a span of three days.
This is the equivalent to 180,600
rupees, enough to feed over
30,000 people a meal. The money
has been sent to (he "Pome Minister's
National Relief Fund" in India, a fund
devoted to disaster relief.
No words of thanks can truly
express our gratitude to the people
who have helped us in this
endeavor. The last few days have
shown us that there is no dearth of
generosity on this campus. We are
overwhelmed by the $3,000 con-
tribution made by the Soup and
Bread team. Thank you to all those
people who signed up for Soup and
Bread last year and to those who
have signed ' up this semester.
Hunger pangs feel the same in any
part of the world. Thank you for
"eating sirnply" so that earthquake vic-
tims in India can "simply eat!"
Thank you to the men of Phi
Delta Sigma for devoting time to
fund raising. We could not have
collected as much as we did with-
out your efforts. Thank you to those
who stood outside in the cold col-
lecting money, to those who sat at
tables in Lowry and to those who
applauded every time a penny was
donated! You have extended the
borders of brotherhood to people
in need thousands of miles away.
Thank you Professors Warner,
Hustwit, Seagull and Harris for
your guidance and the time you
spent raising money. To all those
people who made up our team:
Diana, Sarah, Tanaya, Rahul,
Dhruv, Nils, Jacob, Jane, Alicia,
Margaret and Piya, thank you for
skipping meals with friends to sit
at the fund-raisi- ng tables.
Thank you to every student,
faculty member and staff member
who contributed money and good
wishes. Your contribution, no
matter how small, will go a long
way to help those in need.
The Jan. 26 earthquake was
massive enough to shake the foun-
dations of a whole country.
Clearly, there is a lot of work to be
done. Thank you for doing your
part to make a difference!
--Neha Sahgal '02 and
SidNarang '02
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As a Division III school, varsity
sports at The College of Wooster
will be affected by legislation
recently passed by the annual
NCAA Division III Conference.
In 1987, the 21 --week time allot-
ment for practiceplaying seasons
was implemented by the NCAA.
This year the standard was modi-
fied to limit the length of a sport's
off-seaso-n.
Starting in the fall of 2001, each
varsity sport at the Division III
level will be allowed only roughly
half the number of weeks it orig-
inally had for its non-traditio- nal
. season.
This issue of time allotment for
non-traditio- nal seasons has been
on the Division III agenda for a
number of years. Advocates for
keeping the 21 --week standard
have pointed to issues such as the
emphasis on individuals in off-
season play, better academic per-
formance when involved in organ-
ized activity, and the promotion of
year-roun- d fitness. Adversaries of
the lengthy 21-we- ek system main-
ly argue that certain conferences,
depending on conference rules
concerning off-seaso-n, have con-
siderable competitive advantage
over others. Another widely-use- d
argument is that with a 21 --week
standard, some coaches may abuse
the time allotted by placing extra
) ran- -
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College decision ignores athlete input
Bfhha Stinson
pressure on athletes to commit to
one sport and to play year-roun- d.
This recent legislation affects
certain sports more than others.
For example, rather than having
their usual 10-we- ek postseason,
fall sports will now only be allowed
five. Sports such as volleyball, field
hockey and soccer will no longer
be able to make up for their short
preseason with a long, 10-we- ek
off-seas-on. It makes sense to give
fall sports more of an off-seas- on
because of their limited presea-
son, but this consideration some-
how failed to find its way into the.
new Division III legislation.
Maybe this isn't such a big deal.
I mean, who really cares if a
sport's off-seas- on has been pared
down by a few weeks? But for
some, this is an important issue,
and one that hasn't been publicly
addressed here at Wooster. Eighty-fiv- e
percent of the representatives
at the Division III Conference
were in favor of limiting non-traditio- nal
season play, and to the disap-
pointment of some, Wooster con-
tributed to that huge percentage.
It seems to me that an element
was missing from this hotly debat-
ed topic - the perspectives of Wooster
student-athlete- s. Wooster's deci-
sion to support this legislation was
influenced by a caucus of athletic
representatives who came to a
consensus about what would be
best for Wooster students. While
the Student Athlete Advisory
Council was addressed by mem-
bers of this influential committee
in order to inform students of the
pending issue, serious considera-
tion of student opinion on the mat-
ter seems to have been over-
looked. According to one member
of the SAAC, the leaders of this
discussion did not encourage pub-
lic discussion of the issue, even
though the majority of students in
the committee were strongly,
opposed to the new legislation.
There may be nothing we can
do about these new limitations on
our extra-curricul- ar activities, but
that isn't the point of this article.
What discomforts me the most
about the way the College dealt
with this issue is that student opin-
ion was not actively sought out or
taken into serious consideration.
In the process of deciding what
would be best for Wooster students,
the College somehow forgot to
enter us into the equation. Now
we may be stuck with the wrong
answer, and we don't have the
chance to correct it.
Becca Stinson is the Viewpoints
Editor oThe Wooster Voice. She
loves soccer practices.
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Stop your whining and
give Housing a break
and5 SLSX Dan SHORTRinaF
creep closer ana
closer to April, the occupants of
the first floor of Babcock will
undoubtedly fed the wrath of hun-
dreds of angry students furious with
the way they've been treated in the
aftermath of the Housing
Department's reforms.
Let me say, from one small cor-
ner of the campus, that Housing is
.
doing the right thing.
I'm bound to be out-shout- ed in
a little while. There are sure to be
some pissed --off people once the
final program and section assign-
ments are unveiled. The denizens
of Douglass, ' small house resi-
dents and whatever' left of the
on-camp- us Greek population are
the groups most likely to be bom-
barding Babcock with nasty calls
and e-ma- ils. We pay too much
money to be pushed around like
this, they'll say. This isn't a fair
system you're anti-Gree- k, or
anti-volunte- er. A few enterprising
future graduates may even get
Mommy or Daddy on the horn.
Suck it up and deal. Housing is
doing the right thing. It's the only
thing that makes sense in light of
past problems: they're learning!
(Now if only the Registrar's
Office would do the same....)
It simply doesn't make logical
sense for a program to be placed
in a dorm because it has a crest
painted on the wall, or because
that's its traditional home, if
members can't fill the rooms or
hall. No group or program should
have an automatic right to living
space, despite what some folks
have come to believe after years
of negligible oversight and a blind
eye turned from Galpin.
This year is a good start. Greek
groups should not be guaranteed
housing simply because they're
Greek. Ditto for the Sciences and
Humanities Program, a secretive
bunch of people who are now com-
plaining that not enough folks' know
about the good they do. (Wait,
Greeks whine like that, too.)
But the crew of Dave, Dustin,
Dave and Jamee need to go fur-
ther with their reforms. Start next
year with a complete evaluation of
the four permanent charter hous
es. Do we really
need those pro
grams as perma-
nent fixtures? Do the educational
and cultural benefits outweigh
barring active volunteer programs
from four houses? I'd tentatively
weigh in on the "No" side. There
should be no sacred cows.
The first-ye- ar program dorm
should be abolished; Sciences and
Humanities scrutinized for any
sign of a contribution to the
greater good and, if none exists,
stricken from existence; and small
houses held to a much more rigor-
ous standard of volunteerism. The
plan under consideration to turn
Stevenson into an all-singl- es
dorm also holds some potential,
though a survey of current resi-
dents might shed some insight
into the merits of this proposal.
Administrators also could con-
sider making the Smoke-Fre- e
option mandatory across campus.
Students shouldn't be forced to
suffer in smoke-permeat- ed envi-
ronments just because they want
to live in an all-ma- le or quiet area,
and it should be a role of the College
to promote a healthy living atmos-
phere within its living quarters.
And the oft-criticiz- ed RA selec-
tion process could use still anoth-
er facelift, though that'll take a bit
more energy. The planned boost to
compensation packages should
help retain good RAs; now all
ResLife needs to focus on is sepa-
rating the wheat from the chaff.
But there are still obstacles ahead.
Rumor has it that one or more of
the architects of Housing's new plan
may be leaving next year for
greener pastures, with better pay
and less abuse. That's unfortunate,
but hardly unprecedented: a few
years ago, we were promised a revolu-
tion in housing with the Matha
Thornton-Dwayn- e Davis team.
Both have since gone splitsville.
Housing is one of the offices
with the most turnover on cam-
pus. That's a main reason why its
current leaders should be praised,
not vilified. They were able to
take a lemon and make lemonade.
Now let's drink up.
Dan Shortridge is a stubborn
staff writer for The Wooster
Voice. He likes lemonade.
Features Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
John Finn gives Wooster the publicity it deserves
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
Stop and think for a minute how
you first heard of The College of
Wooster. Aside from "Peterson's
Guide," a high school admissions
counselor or a pamphlet in the
mail, chances are the Office of
Public Information played a part
in making the name "Wooster" a
familiar one.
For Director of Public
Information John Finn, making
Wooster available to the world is his
job, and one he sincerely enjoys.
"The Office of Public
Information tries to promote The
College of Wooster on a local,
regional and national basis
through a variety of media outlets
... to increase name recognition
and enhance the College's reputa-
tion," he said.
Through media outlets, such as
press releases or web links, the
College has brought its name into
widely read publications. For
example, "The New York Times"
recently mentioned, although
briefly, die College in an article
about international students who
are Muslim. In an October 2000,
"USA Today" article, a Wooster
student is quoted regarding the
convenience of Internet usage on
.
" t
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John Finn: Wooster's salesman to the world
campus. Finn helps make such
information about the College
available to potential reporters. :
"What we struggle with, and
what admissions primarily strug-
gles with, is die idea: 'I've never
heard ofWooster," Finn said. "We
die when our admissions coun-
selors come back from Cincinnati,
for example, and say, 'Nobody's
heard of us in Cincinnati!'"
In order to prevent this
anonymity, Finn and OPI seek to
publicize stories mat are "unique
- or different" Story topics range
from the small a news release
.
about a student making the Dean's
List sent to his or her home town
to the grander scale a major
research discovery by a faculty
member. '
Finn's job includes writing and
distributing resources that other
media groups such as "The Daily
Record" or "The Akron Beacon
Journal" can tap into for a future
story. Most recently, OPI has
printed up a question and answer
sheet about financial aid, featur-
ing Financial Aid Director David
Miller as an expert contact at the
'. College.
Director of Student Health
Nancy Anderson's publication
"HealthyLife Students' Self-car-e
Guide" and her work with last
week's health fair prompted
media attention because of OPI's
networking. Likewise, the
Common Grounds coffee house
. was covered by The Akron
Beacon Journal" in a story about
weekend alternatives to drinking.
Finn has recently distributed an
information flyer about test anxi-
ety, providing professors' names
as possible expert sources. He is
now working on a story about
Ansley Valentine, a puppeteer in
the department of theatre.
In addition to his management
duties in OPL Finn writes for
"Wooster" alumni magazine. The
Winter 2000 edition features his
interview with Mark Giuliano
83, a Wooster alumni who went
on to work for the FBL leading
drug busts and running back-
ground checks at the White House.
"I do a little bit of freelance
work, but not that much. There's
enough to keep me busy here,"
Bald eagles mayfly again in Wayne Co.
Dan Shortridge
Staff Writer
Wayne County may have more than one
pair of majestic bald eagles soaring the skies
by this time next year.
Ohio wildlife experts say the eagle nesting
season began this week in Erie and Portage
counties, and that other nests will soon begin
incubating eggs. That includes Wayne's sin-
gle active nest, biologists said this week.
"The nation's symbol continues to gain
ground in Ohio," Department of Natural
Resources biologist Mark Shieldcastle said.
"Eagles of breeding age usually remain in the
state year-round-."
Once the newborn birds hatch which fol-
lows the 35-d- ay incubation period they
remain under the care of the adult pair for at
least 20 weeks. They do not acquire white
bead feathers until they're five or six years
old, Shieldcastle said. A
The nests are protected by state and federal
laws. Anyone who observes a nest should
contact the state Division of Wildlife or a
county wildlife officer.
" Last year, a record 63 eagle pairs built
nests, raising 88 eaglets. Last month's mid-
winter survey showed eagles in 31 counties,
with most along western Lake Erie. Most
nests are generally built in high trees, near
water. --
. .
The harsh winter weather this year, and the
accompanying freeze of many northern Ohio
waterways used as food sources, has forced
many of the state's eagles southward, accord-
ing to the survey.
"They are moving south, for open water,"
Shieldcastle said, "This year, steady frigid
temperatures beginning in December created
early ice cover on marshes, the open waters
of western lake Erie, and inland lakes, where
eagles feed on fish."
But once the eaglets hatch and leave the
nest, they usually return to the area they were
raised for warm weather. That bodes well for
Wayne County's pair.
"We expect these birds to return to areas
where they fledged when a major thaw
occurs," Shieldcastle said.
Bald eagles suffered dramatically during
the 1960s and 1970s, but have bounced back
in recent years with bans on the toxic chemi-
cal DDT and habitat protection programs.
There were only six eagles in the state in
1979; this year, there were 204.
More than half, or 127, of the eagles spot-
ted last month were mature adults. There
were 77 birds classified as "immature," or
less than five years old. .
The other major type of eagle, the gold-
en eagle, is rarely seen in Ohio.
Ohio's eagle protection and restoration
efforts are funded by contributions from the
state's bald eagle and cardinal license plates
and checkoff boxes on income tax forms.
Finn said.
His focus is centered on current
activity at the College, whether it
be me basketball team's 44-ga-me
winning streak, the eight-milli- on
dollar grant for the building of
Morgan Hall, the success of the
Ohio Light Opera, the Kittredge
"no fry zone," atomic bomb sur-
vivor Hideko Snider or the seis-
mograph in Scovel Hall. Last
year's "non-sto- p Homer" read-
ings, were publicized on "NPR"
and in "The Wall Street Journal,"
partly due to Finn's efforts.
Finn, a speech communication
and English writing major at the
University of Pittsburgh, worked
as sports information director at
the College from 1984 until 1999.
He completed his master's degree
at the University of Akron in
1996. Before his move to
Wooster, Finn worked in sales for
six years, plus part-tim- e in radio
and journalism - skills that make
him well-round- ed in his current
position.
"The biggest challenge is
selling a story over the phone.
That's the hardest thing to do,
because I'm almost like a tele-
marketer," Finn said. "We do .
have good stories here; just
trying to get someone to listen is
the challenge."
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Hales searches for good Samaritans
Molly McKinney
Features Editor
President Hales is on a mission.
But this mission has nothing to
do with trustee funding or new
buildings on campus. It is
"Howa mission about two
unknown female Wooster
students who lent a hand
and some antifreeze to a
stranded traveler one not
January night The goal: later
to find these students and
couldthank them for setting an
example for others. would
"On Jan. 30, 1 received
a remarkable letter from a
resident of Hudson
Ohio who related how
he had been assisted on
the highway several days
before by two Wooster
students : when his car broke
down, :': Hales said.
"Unfortunately, he failed to obtain .
their names, Hales added, which
sent both the man, George
Trenchard Jr., and President Hales
searching for the students.
Incidentally, Trenchard had a
Wooster connection, which he
relayed to Hales in the letter. "His
letter gives the details of the inci-
dent, including the coincidence
that both bis sister and her daugh-
ter are Wooster alumnae, Hales
said. Hales was also impressed
with the great language and detail
of the letter, from the description
of Trenchard's location, "stuck in
the middle of nowhere, to noting
his passenger, "my chocolate
Labrador retriever Drake, to the
ties to Wooster mentioned above.
So why is Hales so concerned
fulfill my request, and I congratu-
late you for doing a lot of things
right to foster an environment that
creates two individuals like those
that I met last Saturday night
Because the Voice circulates
refreshing that your stu-
dents are so considerate. I was
amazed and very thankful...! did
think to ask their names, but I
thought that if you somehow
tell this story, then they
know how much I appreci-
ate their kindness."
-- George Trenchard, Jr.
in his Jan. 30 letter
to President Hales.
with this story? He says it is
because he knows Wooster stu-
dents are capable of such an act
and expects nothing less. That
Wooster students would act in
such a generous and helpful way
is not at all surprising to me,"
Hales said.
. Trenchard stressed the impor-
tance of sharing this story with
others, especially in an age of sen-
sational reporting. "In times of
distressing news stories flooding
the media, I think it is nice to
know that there are stories of good
deeds, Trenchard wrote in his let-
ter. "I hope that you will be able to
among the campus
community, as well
as the greater
Wooster communi-
ty, and it reaches
parents and alumni
across the globe.
Hales felt it was .a
perfect outlet for
congratulations and
a plea for identifica-
tion. "I would like
very much to ask
the Voice's assis-
tance in identifying
these two 'good
Samaritans so that
both Mr. Trenchard and I can offer
thanks," Hales said. "Would you
ask them to come forward?"
Now here comes the part that
sounds like a sound bite from
"Unsolved Mysteries." If you are
one of these two women who
helped out Mr. Trenchard,
President Hales would like to
thank you personally for your
good deed. If you feel comfort-
able, please come forward. You
can do so by either contacting the
Voice at ext 2598 or e-m- ail
voiceacs.wooster.edu, or by
contacting President Hales direct-
ly at ext 2311.
Coming Soon
Monday March 5
ZEN MASTER
Fukushima Keido
will return to Wooster for the
second year in a row
Monday, March 5, 7 p.m.: "The Zen Way" of medi-
tation, McGaw Chapel (bring a blanket and a pillow!)
Tuesday, March 6, 7 p.m.: "Zen and CaIligaphy,,'
Lean Lecture Hall
Sessions are free and open to the public.
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to pry tl.-w.-.:,tlv- es toin tl.tir tel-
evisions and come down to the
Underground to experience the
real thing and cheer on their
favorite local wrestling heroes.
With their first match scheduled
for Feb. 20, the Dissman
Wrestling Federation has been
rigorously training for their third
season of fervent battle for the
title belts.
The Federation, currently
under the organization of Kevin
West '02, rehearses every
Sunday evening in preparation
for the Tuesday events. This sea-
son, the group has chosen to
limit the number of events to
four, as opposed to the weekly
event it bad become in past
years.
"With fewer shows we'll be
giving ourselves time to develop
the characters more fully and to
produce a higher quality per-
formance,' said Kris Mackey
'01, BWF wrestler.
The wrestlers wiH be vying for six
titles ranging from Heavyweight
Champion .to Hardcore
Champion, "the one title where
anything goes, said Mackey, the
current titleholder. Some of the
most popular returning charac-
ters in line for these titles this
season are the insulting and
offensive Professor (aka West),
z
Fill I'mno
'. e ring.
V.,c crowd-thrillin- g tag team
II)t 5,":.T, composed of D.in
Arbour "03, Felix Ca-Jiehn- c '01
anj ToJJ Nae'utz 'C2 and of
course, Rob Hooper '03
wrestling as Big Papa Pump
need we say more?
BWF will be showcasing
some new wrestlers as well,
with participants from the cur-
rent freshman class. "We have
some new characters," West
said. "Nothing's ever final with
BWT until the event, but we
definitely have some promising
young talent," he said.
BWF is not limited only to
residents of Bissman Hall. All
are welcome to participate,
given they express the gump-
tion and creativity necessary in
order to wrestle in the name of
Big Momma Biss. While there
are currently no female
wrestlers, women are also
encouraged to participate, if
they so desire.
Preparations have been stren-
uous and these four Tuesdays
selected are going to be highly
electrically charged events, a
combination of brute strength
and "smack-talkin- g" you won't
want to miss.
"You never know what to
expect," West said "Half tlie time
we don't even know what to
expect But it's promised to be
an exciting and entertaining
time, and unpredictable for
sure"
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Cinemark: behind the scenes A mysterious
David Powell
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Nothing good in the movie box
again this week? Before you start
ranting about , how Movies 10
doesn't know how to run a busi-
ness, think about who really
makes the deci
sions: Cinemark
Movies 10 has lu-
etic influence in
what appears on its
marquee.
Cinemark Inc.
out of Dallas allo-
cates which films
Wooster's Movies
10 receives.
"My back is
against the wall;
what they say
goes," a Movies 10
general manager
who declined to
give his name said.
Cinemark has
film buyers who
are well versed in
the film industry The marquee
decide which films
to buy and which
not to. The film buyers make
their decisions based on screen-
ings, test-mark- et results and the
general buzz on a film's potential
earnings.
"It is all business, a game of
money," the manager said.
After the buyers decide which
films to carry, they go through a
process of "wheelin' and dealin "
to try and
'It ie all hncinocc a name ofgetgCl asOS uuiujrmany II m w mmmm
reels from ii money" the Movies 10 gen- -
the studios II . . .
as they can II era manager said.
or - need.
The number of copies released for
sale plays a major factor in how
many films Cinemark Inc. can get
and how they, distribute them. ,
The film buyers then try and
decide which theaters will make
the most money off the various
films.: Here lies the main reason
Wooster's selection is rather lim-
ited. The market in Wooster isn't
that large, and therefore films
with a
.
limited release, such as
independent films, rarely get
shown here since they won't
bring in as much money as in the-bi- g
cities. This means a lot of
romantic comedies and block-
busters. "
"Wooster's size means Movies
10 generally only gets films with
broad appeal, which some might
consider slouchy films, but they
$rr--a ...
d ens --ts
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-
of Cinemark Movies W on Burbank Road.
do well here." the manager said.
There are always exceptions to
the rule though. "The Gift,"
which was recently at Movies 10,
though not an independent film,
was on a limited release. Movies
10 got to show the film through a
kind of trade-of- f. The film studio
that released it allowed them to
show the film with the agreement
that
theavwy
will
show
more of is films in the future.
More than just money comes
into the decision of where to show
films.
Screen space is also a clear con-
sideration. "Double Take," which
the Movies 10 general manager
predicts would, have done very
well here, never appeared on the
Wooster screens because of a lack
of space: too many other big
films were out at the same time.
Due to the lack of major block-
busters targeted during the spring
and fall, these seasons are the
most likely to carry limited
release films in Wooster.
A theater's track record also
contributes to the types of films
that will make it to the screens.
Though Movies 10's main audi-
ence is between the ages of 18
photo by Ben Spieldenner
and 30, comedies geared towards
older audiences do well at
Wooster. "Grumpy Old Men" and
"Space Cowboys" did remarkably
better in Wooster than on a
national scale.
Along with deciding which
films make it to Wooster,
Cinemark Inc. also decides how
long they stay. The decision is
based on a film's profits from
week to week.
Movies 10 has pushed for more
independent films and for stadium
seating, but both requests have
been denied. Digital projections
are also a long way off. The clos-
est theater with a DLT projection
system is at the 24-scre- en
Cinemark Valley View in the
Cleveland area. 1
Unfortunately, if you don't like
what's playing in Wooster, you're
going to have to waste a little
more gas on your way to Canton
or Akron. According to Movies
10, the only other theatre in
Wooster, the Lyric Twin, became
a book depository in the mid-90- s.
"
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see yourself?
WRITE FOR A&E.
Contact Dave at x2598
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Underground has "Mass Appeal"
Lindsay Bye
Staff writer
Looking for something to do
this week? Need a special evening
planned that does not include a
trip off campus? This Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, come to the
Underground for a dinner theater
experience.
"TheThe entertainment for the
evening will be Dan Dean
'01 and Gringrich Professor
of German Richard Figge in
"Mass Appeal."
"Dinner theatres are a
nice break from the normal
routine," Dean said.
Dean will question the
wisdom of the Roman Catholic
Church in his role as Mark
Dolson, a blunt young seminari-
an.
"My favorite thing about
Dolson is that he is about the most
opposite of me as anyone can get.
It's kind of fun to play a character
Beginning Friday
New York Post"
called the original pro-
duction "a warmly enjoy-
able evening, full of
home truths and unan-
swered questions."
Cinemark
Movies 10
Down to Earth (PG-1- 3)
Recess: School's Out (G)
Sweet November (PG-1- 3)
Hannibal (R)
Saving Silverman (PG-1- 3)
Head Over Heels (PG-1- 3)
The Wedding Planner (PG-1- 3)
Finding Forrester (PG-1- 3)
Save the Last Dance (PG-1- 3)
Cast Away (PG-1- 3)
Miss Congeniality (PG-1- 3)
that I wouldn't have any connec-
tion to," Dean said.
Figge plays the role of Father
Tim Farley. Farley is a mentor to
the young Dolson, who is already
in trouble with the authorities.
Together, the two begin to appre-
ciate each other's virtues in the
prosperous American community
where the play is set.
"The New York Post" called the
original production "a warmly
enjoyable evening, full of home
truths and unanswered questions.
Best of all fun!" "The Post"
added "Mass Appeal" "punches
straight from the pulpit." "The
at
(1:20,3:20)5:30,7:45,
10:20
(12:50,2:50)5:00,7:10,
9:15
(1:30)4:25,7:30, 10:05
(1;15)4;15,7;15, 10:10
(1:10,3:15)5:20,7:40,9:55
(1:05) 10:25
(1:25) 4:30, 7:25, 9:50
4:05, 7:05
(1:35)4:20,7:35, 10:15
(12:55) 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
(1:30)4:10,7:20,9:45
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
AH shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pan. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-87- 55
Wall Street Journal" called the
performance "a stimulating as
well as an exceptionally funny
evening."
You're also in for an evening of
stimulating fun with the College
of Wooster's stellar cast.
As an actor Figge's credits
range from Rostand's Cyrano de
Bergerac and Prospero in
Shakespeare's "The Tempest" to
drama and modern comedy. He is
best known for his one-ma- n per-
formance of Clarence Darrow
with which he has toured Europe
and the United States.
Dean insists that he "does not
consider himself an actor." He
has previously held roles in "The
Music Man" and "Brigadoon" as
well as the title role in "I'm
Herbert." Dean approached Figge
with the idea of a performance,
though he was not sure which
one. When Figge suggested
"Mass Appeal," by playwright
Bill C. Davis, everything started
to fall into place.
The two started working on the
first act last semester and
increased their rehearsal time as
this semester started rolling.
"Working with Figge has been
a lot of fun; I learned a lot, and it
was a great experience," Dean
said.
Dean and Figge decided that
February would be the perfect
time to add an event onto
Wooster's schedule. With I.S. it
can be a stressful time, and the
weather could have most students
in the blues. So a night at the din-
ner theater could be just the thing
to roll the clouds away at least ,
for a few hours.
Senior I.S
Presentation
"The
Cryptogram"
By David
Mamet
Directed by
Adrienne
Moon
Freelander
Shoolroy
8:15 p.m.
Call the box office
at x224 1 for tickets
BDQGIGEKS
Sports Bar Niteclub Diner
1865 Beal Ave. College Hills Ptaza Woosterf
WED.- - COLLEGE NIGHT
$1 Draft till 1AM Proper ID Reg.
MARGARITA'S $1
FROZEN T-SHI-RT CONTEST
PRIZES & MUCH M0REIII
and on FEB. 22
Do You Miss The 80s? We Do!!!
Rfl- - rtAMrr ararM party m.ikvi
I Wear Your Suit and come eniov
W DJ. Michael K. spinning all the music
you loved in tne Birs rHtt tN I hy
1T M,IWI'TV.IllrtVH- -
HOMEMADE FRESH APPETIZERS
Grgt Sandwiches t Phffiyi LocataC le the Dtny
OPEN MON. 5-- 1 WED. - SAT. 5-2:- 30
33CJ-264-77- 7S
Wooster Symphony
Orchestra Concert
Featuring guest musicians
Thomas Wood, Violin l.
Lorelei Bowman, Piano
McGaw Chapel
'. 4 p.m.
Tickets Required
Feb. 16 Feb. 17 Feb. 17
Friday Film Series Late Night at Acres of Fun Saturday Film Series
"Scarf ace" 11 p.m. - 1 a.m. "The Green Mile"
Mateer Aud. 7:30 p.m. Shuttle starting at 10:30 p.m. Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m. $1
Tickets at Lowry Desk $2
m ': : : - ; feff WW '
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Breaking boards, gouging eyes: Master Schenck speaks
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Photo by Ben Spieldenner
Master Schenck instructs his self-defen-se class. - V : .
Ben Mitchell
Assistant Sports Editor
Herschel Schenck has been
practicing martial arts for 40
years. He is a grand master of
karate and has established his own
unique style of karate, which he
passes on to his students.
Schenck (pronounced Skank) has
established 27 martial arts schools
in Ohio, Illinois, and
Pennsylvania, with his home
school here in Wooster. Aside
from that, Master Schenck teaches
a basic self-defen- se class at the
College.
Martial arts are a division of
sport that is rarely publicized, but
still has a large following. This
past Tuesday, I interviewed
Master Schenck at one of his
schools. During the course of the
interview Master Schenck spoke
of some of the coolest things he's
broken with his hands, his favorite
martial arts movies, called out
Jean-Clau- de Van Damme and The
Devil and threatened to rip out my
eye. .' -
VOICE: All martial arts seem
to preach self-defen- se, but could
they be used just to beat some--
fh-- H ti -- it
it ;' i'
one up?
SCHENCK: Martial artists are
a sort of modern-da- y Renaissance
men; that is, we develop one's
whole self, mind, body and spirit
We learn patience, respect, dedi-
cation, discipline and humility;
self-defen- se is a minor goal of
martial arts. But yeah, other than
all that other stuff we are basical-
ly trained killers we learn rev-
erence for life and also learn to
destroy life.
Is there a
martial art that
is not for self-defen- se,
which
is used for
aggression?
Where you
have people Ini-
tiating violence
with martial
arts?
If you have
seen the "Karate Kid" movies you
had the Cobra instructor, and he
taught guys to go out and start
fights. They developed a reputa-
tion for being the bad guys. Then
you had Mr. Miyagi who taught a
more passive style.
I guess you're a fan of the
"Karate Kid" movies.
Oh yeah, they're really cool.
except the one with the girl that
never should have been
Do you have any favorite
martial arts movie stars?
Chuck Norris, Jackie Chan,
Steven Seagal are all really good.
On the other hand, Jean-Clau- de
whatever his name is just really
talentless.
So Chuck Norris would wail
on him.
It wouldn't even be a contest
Chuck actually has some skill,
whereas you could probably teach
"When I'm breaking
that concrete, I see
my fist going into
the depths of Heil
and cracking Satan
right in his face"
Schenck said.
the other guy a
.
thing or two.
Is there a
spot on my
body that if
someone
touched would
just kill me?
You're talk-
ing about an
ancient
Chinese art
called Dim-Ma- k. There is no
place on the human body that
when hit would just kill someone.
But there are points on the body
that bring out certain reactions. I
had an instructor say to me that if
he punched me in three different
places I would have the worst
diarrhea the next day. Sure
enough the next day I was running
to the toilet every five minutes.
that you have the dark side of the
force and the good side. This is
something that is taught only to
those who can use it responsibly.
So do you know any Dim-Ma- k?
"
Sure, if I really wanted I could
cut your eye with my fingernail,-hav- e
the fluid leak out, and your
eye would collapse. But like I
said, I would only use this for
some kind of dire circumstance.
Do you break boards and
cement and ice and all that stuff
with your hands?
Yeah, I've done all of that. I've
broken through four inches of
solid concrete. Part of it is physics,
but most of it is the power of the mind.
When I'm breaking that concrete, I
see. my fist going into the depths
of Hell and cracking Satan right in
his face.
Have you ever hurt yourself
doing this? '
One time I bought some con-
crete, but it had steel in it and I
didn't know it I hit it and it just
felt like all my teeth were knocked
out I guess the moral is, always
make sure you know what is in the
concrete you buy.
Can you punch through a per-
son? ".. " .
I doubt it but I never have tried.
Callahan sets new school record
Sarah Strickler
.v.. ; Staff Writer
Wooster's indoor track and field
teams competed in yet another
non-scori- ng event last Friday as
they returned to Denison
University to participate in the
Big Red Invite. Records were met
and set, and the meet proved that
the Scots are well on their way to
a strong showing at the confer-
ence competition in March.
For the second time this semes-
ter, the indoor track team has
smashed a previously held school
record. Brendan Callahan '03,
who was a member of the record-breaki- ng
distance medley team at
the NCAC Relays in January,
established a new record in the
3000-met- er event
His time of 8:48.82 broke Josh
Baud's record of 8:55.21 set in
1998, and earned a second place
finish in the race.
Last week's NCAC athlete of
the week, Justina Williams 01,
continued her strong showing in
the long jump, tying the school
record set 15 years ago by Univer
Bukhala. Williams leap of
17"03.25" clinched a first place
finish in the event Additionally,
Williams placed sixth in the 55-me- ter
dash with a time of 7.80.
Sandy Tecklenburg til gathered
the only other first place finish for
die Scots, winning the 3000-met-er
race at 10:4638.
In men's events, Nahum Kisner
02 recorded a fifth place finish in
the 55-me- ter sprint (6.78) and
eighth place in the 200-met- er dash
(24.00). Nick Chiorian "01 ran to a
sixth place finish in the 800-met- er
race at 2:00.20, and Michael
Jourden 03 earned a seventh
place finish in the 55-me- ter hur-
dles with a time of 8.91.
Corey Humphrey '03 earned
(non-scorin- g) points for the
Wooster squad in field events,
clearing 6 feet in the high jump
for sixth place and leaping
38'10.75" in the triple jump for
eighth place. Keith Vance "04 also
claimed a sixth place finish for the
Scots in the shot put reaching
4303.50" with his throw.
For the women, Katie Walker
"01 threw die shot put 32'Q5.50"
for a fifth place finish. Jessica
Love "04 clinched seventh place in
the long jump (14' 10.00") and
eighth place in the high jump
(406.00").
The track team continues their
indoor season tomorrow in Ada,
Ohio, where they are attending a
meet hosted by Ohio Northern
University. Events begin at 6 p.m.
i
Do you believe in miracles?
Women's bball stuns Hiram 70-4-4 to snap losing streak
Tom Canfield
Staff Writer
The Wooster women's basket-
ball team finally capped off all
their hard work this season with a
dominating performance against
the Hiram Terriers on Saturday,
Feb. 10, cruising to a 70-4- 6 victo-
ry, and snapping their 15-ga- me
losing streak, the longest in school
history.
"We are an extremely young
team. We start four sophomores
and a junior. I think this will pay
off next season," women's bas-
ketball Head Coach Lisa
Campanell-Koma- ra said.
One could argue that the payoff
has already started, as the past
month has seen The College of
Wooster women's basketball team
playing some great basketball.
Forward Nara DeJesus' '03 19
points and six rebounds in the
Hiram game were among the
many Scot highlights on a day that
saw Wooster snap its streak. But
more important than the end of the
skid was that the win served as a
reward for a team that had taken
much criticism this season.
"No one likes losing, but I am
totally happy with the effort that
our players have given throughout
Bball gears
Cont'd from p; 12
with 23 points and also pulled
down seven rebounds, enough to
impress his coach. "Nelson had
five offensive boards," Moore
said. "That was a real key in the
game."
Other solid efforts were put
forth by Antwyan Reynolds '02,
who recorded 14 points, eight
assists and six steals, Randy
Sistrunk '04 with 12 points and
seven boards and Nate'Gaubatz
01 with 12 points. V .
With the victory, Moore moved
into second place on Wooster's
all-ti- me wins list with 304.
Last night, Wooster had its final
tune-u- p before the big season
finale against Wittenberg
Saturday. The Scots pounded
Denison 92-6- 3 to improve to 21-- 2
this entire season," said Komara.
There is more to any athletic
contest than what appears on
paper, not even the box scores can
tell the whole story, and may not
reflect how close the play actually
was. For example, Wooster lost
twice to Allegheny College.
However, the final scores of these
two games don't show that
Wooster outplayed the NCAC's
first place team for the majority of
both contests.
In both games, Wooster was
playing against a much deeper
Gator squad,, and also with a
depleted roster, due to a spur of
injuries throughout the season,
including the one that has kept out
all-confere- nce guard Stephanie
Woodruff '02 for the majority of
the 2000-200- 1 season.
"Injuries are something that you
never get used to, but you know
they are going to happen. You
" have to prepare some of your
bench players from the beginning
of the season, to be ready to step
in. It's frustrating because you
can't control them," Komara said.
Morgan Ramsdell '01 and Kerri
Horst '02 have done just that,
becoming consistent scoring
options alongside DeJesus, who
has been tearing up NCAC com- -
up for Witt
overall and 14--1 in the NCAC.
The Scots held Denison score-
less for nearly eight minutes at the
start of the contest, jumping out to
a 16-- 0 advantage and never led by
less than 15 the rest of the way.
Sistrunk had a breakout game,
posting career-high- s with 21
points and 13 rebounds. Gaubatz --
added 18 points and Nelson'
poured in 16.
Reynolds had four steals, giving
him 68 on the year, enough to
break Ryan Gorman's single sea-
son record.
That paves the way for the
NCAC showdown this Saturday
against Wittenberg. Both teams
are 14-- 1 in the conference, so this
game will decide the regular-seaso- n
championship.
The Tigers defeated the Scots
petition. DeJesus has been averag-
ing a double double in points and
rebounds every time she steps on
the court Her 16 points a game
ranks second among the NCAC's
scoring leaders.
Ramsdell contributed to the
Scots' victory over the Terriers on
Saturday just as she has all season
with IS points, while Horst had a
solid overall performance with
eight points, four rebounds and
four steals. The junior guard, hav-
ing to shoulder the load for the
injured Woodruff, has averaged
about nine points per game,
including a team-hig-h 19 three
pointers.
Part of the success came from
the Scots tenacious defense,
which held Hiram to 46 total
points, on 28 percent shooting
from the field. That, combined
with Wooster's solid 45 percent
shooting from the floor, enabled
the Scots to avenge an earlier loss
to Hiram. '
Last night the Scots dropped an
eight-poi- nt decision, 76-6- 8 to
Kenyon. The team got off to a
slow start on "Senior Night" and
ended up running out of time in its
comeback bid.
Kenyon jumped out to a 21-- 6
advantage in the first 6:33 of the
90-8- 3 last month and arc current-
ly ranked No. - 5 in the
d3hoops.com polL
Due to probable
!-
-
high demandfor
tickets to the
game
on Saturday,
Coach Steve Moore
suggests students
arrive early
(around 7 p.m.) at
Timken
Gymnasium to
secure a seat.
.v
-
(
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The bench celebrates the teams
game. The Ladies continued to
lead by double digits throughout
the opening half and went into the
break with 44-2- 7 edge. Wooster
fought back in the second half,
trailing 52-3- 5 with 14:58 left the
Scots scored nine unanswered
points to cut the lead down to sin-
gle digits.
Wooster continued to chip away
at its opponent, and twice had the
lead down to three points. But
Kenyon answered back with a six
point run of their own in securing
the eight point victory. '
Ramsdell, the team's lone sen-
ior, scored 13 points to lead the
Scots in her final home game.
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win over Hiram.
Kristen Rice '03 played well off
the bench, scoring 12 and grab-
bing a team-hig-h seven rebounds.
Also continuing her solid play
was Courtney Davison '03, who
had 11 and a game-hig- h five
assists in the loss.
Wooster will likely earn a num-
ber eight seed in the upcoming
NCAC tournament, which will
probably feature a third game this
season against Allegheny in the
opening round.
However, if that matchup docs
indeed take place, the Gators will
be faced with the challenge of
beating the Scots threcTInies in a
single season.
Wanna talk to some cool
people while you wait
for. the copy machine to
do its thing?
Make your copies at Office
Services !
(Mention this ad and maKe 'era smile!)
3C per copy for 1.5. .
5C per copy for personal
... 50C per copy for color
$1 for 11x17 color
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Wooster swimmers savor success at all-NCA-C meet
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A Wooster relay team picks up the next leg ofa race.
Men's basketball No.
Chris Powers
Viewpoints Editor
The Wooster men's basketball
program is the third winningest
Division III program in the nation.
Despite this record of success, the
Scots had never been ranked No.
1 in any nationwide poll. Until
now.
Victories this week over
Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan,
coupled with Carthage College's
Men's Basketball
Feb. 17 vs. Wittenberg
Feb. 20 NCAC Tournament Quarterfinals
File Photo
loss to Augustana, gave the Scots
a milestone they had never before
achieved. Wooster is now rated
No. 1 in the d3hoops.com nation-
al poll. ?
Head Coach Steve Moore was
pleased but not overwhelmed by
the ranking. "It's very positive in a
lot of ways," he said. "It provides
good exposure and publicity for
the College and the basketball
program. But as coaches and
players, we realize it doesn't
Rob Mauro
Staff Writer
Wooster's men's and women's
swimming and diving teams met
with' great success at the NCAC
championships in Canton last
weekend. The women's squad
took and maintained a very strong
third-plac- e finish through all three
days of competition, while the
men's team battled tough compe-
tition to secure sixth place. .
The women's team was one of
three teams to accumulate over
1,000 points in the women's com-
petition. Only Kenyon (1,601)
and Denison (1,555) beat out the
Scots (1093.5). These three teams
were followed distantly by
Wittenberg University (770),
Allegheny College (670), Ohio
Wesleyan University (583.50),
Oberlin College (366) and Hiram
College (298).
On the men's side, the Scots
(650) bested Ohio Wesleyan
University (598.5), bumping the
Battling Bishops out of sixth place
in the nine-tea-m field. "Overall
we performed pretty well," Jim
Gilchrist 01 said. "We were down
on the last day and came back to
beat Ohio Wesleyan." Kenyon
mean anything in terms of accom-
plishing our primary goals. .
The Scots helped their case to
be No. 1 by vanquishing confer-
ence foe Ohio Wesleyan. The
Battling Bishops came to Timken
Gymnasium last Saturday as the
third-pla- ce team in the confer-
ence, hoping to spring the upset
They left the same way 43 other
opponents before them did - as
losers on Wooster's home floor.
The Scots beat OWU 92-5- 7, dom
?fty
Women 's Basketball
Feb. 17 at Wittenberg
Indoor Track
Feb. 17 at Ohio Northern
also won the men's competition
(1623.50 points), followed again
by Denison (1,392.50). Behind
them were Wabash College (860),
Wittenberg (805.50), Allegheny
(798), Wooster, Ohio Wesleyan,
Oberlin (426) and ninth-plac-e
Hiram (263).
Both the men's and women's
teams put in very strong individ-
ual and group performances. The
highlight of the women's per-
formance came from the women's
400 freestyle relay team of Kayla
Heising '04, Jessica Ritchie '02,
Erin Skinner '04 and Tonya
Tarasnekov 04. On Saturday
they set a new Wooster record for
the 400 freestyle relay (3:36.31),
and finished third overall. "It was
very exciting," Tarasnekov said."I
did not expect to do it But I was
very happy to be a part of it It
was fun."
Other strong female perform-
ances included Jenny Bayuk's '03
national qualifying third-pla- ce
showing in the finals of the 200
breaststroke (2:26.33).
Kayla Heising '04 turned in
another strong performance plac-
ing fourth in the 50 freestyle
(24.76); Erin Popelka '03, who
was fourth in the 100 butterfly
inating every facet of the game.
Wooster opened up a quick 25--6
lead and never looked back.
The Bishops, who came in second
in the country in three-pointe-rs
made per game (10.6), struggled
from the perimeter all . night,
including a zero for 10 showing in
the first half. The Scots took
advantage of the Bishops' poor
marksmanship by cruising to a 49-2- 2
halftime lead.
Moore said that the tough Scot
Feb.
(59.00), fourth in the 200 individ--
ual medley (2:12.32) and fifth in
the 200 butterfly (2:11.60).
Ritchie, who finished fourth
overall in the 100 backstroke
(59.94), sixth in the 50 freestyle
(24.91), and seven in the 200
backstroke (2:10.82); and -- Beth
Starling '02, who came in seventh
in both the 100 . breaststroke
(1:08.65) and 200 breaststroke ;
(2:28.35) events.
On the men's side, Wes Bennett
'01 earned all-confere- nce honors
as he finished as the runner-u-p in
the 50 freestyle (21.16) to
Kenyons uoya uaron yti.vo).
Baron and Bennett are expected to
battle it out again for the top two
spots in the 50 freestyle at the
NCAA Championships next
month. Gilchrist led the way on
' aaiuiuay oy coining iu tcvcuui ui
the consolations of the 200 back-
stroke (2:02.77).
Also, Jody Herzog '02 won the
"bonus" heat of the 200 breast-stro- ke
(2:15.27) and Alex Hastie
'03 was 11th overall in the 200
butterfly (2:01.72).
The final regular season meet
takes place this weekend at Case
western Keserve university on
Saturday starting at 11 a.m.
OWU
defense was a key to the game.
"We played good defense and
contested their shooters," he said.
"Our players were really ready to
play and jumping out to the big
lead early was a key to the game."
It was more of the same after
intermission, with Wooster lead-
ing by as many as 40 points at
some junctures.
Bryan Nelson '03 led all scorers
Continued on p. 11
Swimming & Diving
17 at Case Western Reserve Invitational
